
The City of Los Angeles, Department of City Planning 
acquires raw permit data from the Building and Safety 
Department for developing monthly housing reports 
submitted to the State of California. Each month this data 
goes through a manual 7-day cleaning process in order to 
meet reporting standards. The objective of this project is to 
automate this process using Python, reducing the total time 
spent on this process as well as increasing data accuracy.

Six different scripts were created to automate the process as much as possible. However, full automation was not possible. 
Due to the nature of the data, each record must still be manually reviewed for accuracy. To aide in this process, a Python 
script was developed to flag records with various possible data accuracy errors. The data were then exported to Excel where 
several Excel VBA user forms (Figures 3A and 3B) were created to guide the user during editing. Validation checks were 
integrated into the user form to help reduce the possibility of accidental incorrect entries. 
The various scripts were packaged into a GUI created using the Python TkInter toolkit (Figure 4). This GUI guides the user 
through the entire process. Additionally, the user has the option of updating the reference files that are used by the script, 
such as the Use Code and Occupancy relationships. This flexibility was necessary to ensure that the process will still be 
valid even if new Use Codes are added in the future. 

● Python (and its Pandas library) are effective tools for 
automating database edits and queries.

● Streamlining the manual review process is important if full 
automation not possible. Creating user-friendly GUIs is a 
cost-effective way of cutting down on workflow time and 
ensuring data accuracy.

● There are significant limits to automating large amounts of 
unclean data, especially when converting schemas.

● It is uncertain whether time is saved using Python as manual 
checks are still required. But data is now more accessible 
and the manual check process is easier as potential errors 
are flagged with case-specific error messages.

● Long-term Solution: standardize data collection to prevent 
errors. Introduce new schema to data, compatible with both 
City of LA offices.

Figure 4.  Final TkInter GUI to run the individual scriptsFigure 3A and 3B. Sample of Excel VBA User Forms created for data editing
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Figure 1. Workflow for Los Angeles housing permit data reporting

Python 3, enhanced with several libraries such as Pandas, 
was used to automate the data clean-up procedure. Forms 
created with Excel Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) were 
used for streamlining the manual checks process. 

Given the current housing crisis, having an accurate building 
permit dataset is crucial as the numbers are derived, officially 
reported, and then used in evaluating the City of Los Angeles’ 
housing supply. By moving the procedure to Python and 
streamlining the manual review process, we can reduce the 
possibility of user error and ensure that the final dataset is as 
accurate as possible. The final cleaned dataset is used in 
generating housing reports (Figure 5). One example of the 
type of housing unit classifications that the city is increasingly 
interested in accurately tracking are ADUs and UDUs (Figures 
6 and 7), since they are instrumental in solving the housing 
shortage in the area. 

Figure 6. Attached Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU)

Figure 7. Detached Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU)
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Department of Geography, California State University, Long BeachProgramming Languages Used:
● Python 3 (for scripts and main application window)
● Visual Basic for Applications (for manual edit forms)

Python Libraries Used:
● Pandas ● Csv ● NumPy

● Openpyxl ● Xlsxwriter ● TkInter

● Fnmatch ● Shutil

● Monthly Permit Records data
○ Source: City of Los Angeles - Building & Safety

● MS Access Database and Queries
○ Source: City of Los Angeles - Planning Dept

● Occupancy Group and Use Code Reference Excel Files
○ Source: City of Los Angeles - Planning Dept

Figure 2: Data Clean-up workflow chart
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ADU: Accessory Dwelling Unit
Independent residence on an existing parcel. Can either be attached to current 
property (Figure 6) or detached as own structure (Figure 7).

UDU: Unpermitted Dwelling Unit
Illegal residence on an existing parcel.  In May 2017, City of LA made UDUs eligible to 
be legalized. 

           
          

16% of new housing units in Los Angeles were ADUs or UDUs (March 2018 - May 2018)
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